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SWEDISH AGRICULTURAL POLICY AFTER 1 SEPTEMBER 1967

I. Introduction

1. Agricultural policy in Sweden during the last twenty years has been based
upon a decision by Parliament in 1947. The measures employed have undergone
some changes during the period but the main objectives have been the same. In
1956 a new system of price support was introduced which aimed at replacing
comparatively rigid arrangements for price determination (fixed or minimum prices
combined with import monopolies and quantitative import restrictions) by measures
designed to allow domestic prices to reflect to a certain degree changes in
world market prices. This was to be achieved through a system of import levies
in combination with certain safeguard rules. New safeguard rules were intro-
duced for the period 1959-1965 under the so-called six-year agreement. A target
income was fixed and import levies were adjusted in relation to changes in the
world market prices and domestic costs (the "3 per cent rule") as well as on the
basis of the wage development on the national labour market (the "income rule").
When the six-year agreement ended in 1965 the system employed was prolonged
twice, each time for one year, during this period, however, the automatic
"income rule" was no longer applied.

2. In 1960 a special committee was set up to review the objectives and the
methods used to implement Swedish agricultural policy. The committee finished
its work in early 1966. A Government bill was laid before Parliament a year
later. A decision by Parliament in May 1967 has created a new basis for the
agricultural policy, to take effect from 1 September 1967.

II. Objectives

3. The 1947 decision laid down that the general aim of the agricultural policy
should be to give the population engaged in agriculture the same chance to
attain a reasonable level of income as exists for people engaged in other sectors
of the economy. The farming population should also have the opportunity to
participate in the generally rising standard of living. The necessity of
establishing economic and social security for all groups is underlined also
in the 1967 decision. However, it is especially stressed that the cost for the
community of maintaining agricultural production of a certain volume considered
necessary for security reasons ought to be as low as possible. It is especially
emphasized that the agricultural policy must aim at stipulating an adaptation of the
agricultural industry to the new conditions characterizing this sector as well
as the economy in general. It can be said that the 1967 decision aims at inte-
grating to a larger extent than previously the agricultural policy with the
national economy as a whole and to create a more efficient distribution of
resources. One consequence of this is that the special support given at present
to small farmers will be reduced and the support to this category of producers
instead provided by means of measures aimed at facilitating retirement and
transfer of labour from agriculture to other occupations.
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4. During the preparation of the 1947 decision two alternatives were discussed
with regard to the volume of agricultural production which should be aimed at.
According to one alternative (the minimum alternative) the self-sufficiency
should amount to 80 per cent and according to another (the middle alternative)
to 92 per cent. The international situation at that time, however, was such
that it was not considered suitable to fix a certain limit with regard to the
volume of internal agricultural production.

5. The question of limiting agricultural production was taken up again during
the preparation of the new guiding lines for Swedish agricultural policy. This
is explained by the fact that the total volume of production during a series of
years has exceeded internal demand though - contrary to the development in other
countries - production per inhabitant has shown a decreasing trend. According
to the 1967 decision it has for several reasons been considered important to
reduce agricultural production. Thus first of all there is a desire to avoid
costly surpluses as far as possible. A reduction would render it possible to
disengage production resources bound in agriculture for the benefit of more
effective investments in other sectors of the economy. Keeping in mind the
interest of international trade it has also been considered of importance to
create increased access to the Swedish market for agricultural products. However,
in order to cover the basic needs of the population in case of emergency it is
deemed necessary to fix a minimum with regard to the volume of internal agricul-
tural production. It is estimated that an overall self-sufficiency of 80 per
cent in peace time would be consistent with the minimum requirements of pro-
duction resources in agriculture at a given pattern of production.

6. The existing serious world food situation - a predominant international
problem - has also been taken into account when considering the volume of
agricultural production that ought to be aimed at. Sweden, like other developed
countries, must participate in the endeavours to solve this problem. However,
the provisions for agricultural production, especially crop production, are more
limited in Sweden than in many other countries.. More effective contributions
can therefore be given in other forms than direct food deliveries, such as
financial contributions to multilateral aid programmes, bilateral aid aimed at
increasing agricultural production in less-developed countries, etc. The
conclusion that Sweden should not aim at producing food for the needs of less-
developed areas does not, of course, exclude the use of agricultural surpluses,
to the extent they are suitable, for this purpose under international food aid
programmes.

7. During the relatively long period necessary for the realization of the
envisaged adjustment of agricultural production, opportunities will be given
from time to time to consider the rate at which this process should be pursued.
It is emphasized that due regard must be paid to the social and economic
security of the individual.
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III. Prices support
Q. When various support systems have been considered, due account has been
taken of the desirability of Facilitating Sweden's participation in the common
agricultural policy of the European Economic Community. As in the EEC, farm
prices will therefore be supported through import levies also during the coming
years. If, however, the development of economic co-operation in Europe should
not any longer be an incentive for applying a levy system, the question of
introducing deficiency payments till again be reviewed as this system might
have certain advantages.

9. As to the level of agricultural prices, the 1967 decision does not include
any specific rules of a long-term character. Determining factors will be inter
alia the growth of farm income and the development of rationalization and pro-
duction. It has not been considered possible to decide far in advance which
emphasis should be given in the future to each of these factors.

10. With regard to the short-term development, it is considered necessary to
restrain increases in prices in order to facilitate the desired adaptation of
production, the rationalization programme and the transfer of resources from
agriculture to other industries. It is further thought desirable to adapt
agricultural prices in Sweden to the price development within the EEC.

11. When fixing price relations between different agricultural products the
aim must be to guide the production within the domestic demand to those con-
modities in respect of which Sweden is considered to have the best production
facilities. However, attention must be given to existing price relations on
the world market and the declared intention to adapt the agricultural prices
to the common price level in the EEC.

12. According to the 1967 decision the price regulation period shall cover
the months July-June instead of September-August. Therefore the first
regulation year will be shortened to cover the period 1 September - 30 June 1968.

13. Automatic rules regulating the level of the import levies will be abolished
as from 1 September 1967. The new price regulation system covering the period
1 September 1967 - 30 June 1969 implies an adjustment of the price limits and
import levies on 1 September 1967. For the period 1 July 1968-30 June 1969
the prices for milk and milk products have already been fixed. For other pro-
ducts, except sugar, an adjustment of the price limits and import levies will
take place on 1 July 1968 in order to take into account the general price
development up to that date. The sugar regulation will be reviewed before
1 July 1968 for the following year on the basis of price decisions in the EEC
concerning sugar.

14. As before, so-called production or marketing fees (milling fee, slaughter
fee,etc.) will be charged on the internal production in order to finance
measures concerning the regulation of markets. Prduction or marketing fees
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are necessary as long as agricultural surpluses exist. Compensatory fees
will still be levied on imported commodities in those cases where the corres-
ponding home- produced. commedities are subject to marketing or processing fees.

15. The revenue of import levies will be used for financing market regulations
to the extent decided each year by Parliament.

IV.Mesures cconcern P i ra-ctar

16. As has bn the weseydurearsthe past tvomer. crzo, the Goverrnint will
providoe idespra' support t- grmicultmure wigth the ain f iriovinr r-:uctivity
and adjusting t agricultural industry to changing economic and social conditions.
Governmental activities, which are baseryd upon the volurta initiative and
eactionmeof the farrs theaoves, include improvementrtlofareducation, paculmy
farm management advice;a measures to endlrge fa;rmm size an layout easures to
improve f m lar. nd buildings and technological arrangements on planned or
existeineg sfarms, and ffrt to facilitate labour mobility and to encourage
rational regional development of agriculture and non-farm industries. According
to the 1967 decision governmental assistance willlmino longer be ited to any
particular form of enterprise. Increased resources will be allocated first of
all for financineg megasures concrnin struectural improvemnt and measures to
facilitate labour mobility.

17. Etasive planning carried out centrally, regionally cad locally is con-
sidered important as a basies flor governmnta assistance towards improvement
of agriculture. The objective is to secure the best possible use of production
resources and the highest possible effects of the assistance given.

18. An active policy for purchasing and selling land will be pursued. The
county agriculwtural boards ill buy non-viable fearms which ar for sale in the
open market and use their land fonr strengthenig agricultural unnits which ca be
made into farms that will be profitangble in the lo run. The funds for this
activity ill be increased by SKr 40 million in 1967.
19. Thec supply of arpital for efam improvemnt constitutes a problem for the
ariendividual fmr.w Guaranrtees ill theefore congtinue tro be iven fo loans
for the acquisition and ofpemratiowenl of arrs as l aos fmpo leoans fr irovment
purposes. Grants will congtinue to be iven in the future though on a smaller
scale and mainly for finreancfing measus lo substantia importance for the
sprtrumectural imovent ofe algricultwur. A grant lailel be aevailbel, for xampl,
to cover tfhe valued ogsf aerm buailein whn a frmr indivgidual eholdin is usd
merely as additional land. Granntogs for mproteeceholicalorvmnt measures will,
as before, mainlowardsay be given theestecost ofhinments on eoldings wher,
becrauerse of compenesiveesaund rexpnsiv tctual improvements or of land con-
odaticedn,the nec: ocapital islarliparticuX1-genut. yTo qUXal for assis-

tanrceoerthe popd investment must be desiokthemrablre r geneal poient of viw,
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Justified from the national economy aspect and considered economically profitable.
There will be no limits with regard to farm size.

20. The acquisition of farm and forest land by purchase, exchange, gift, etc.
is subject to Government control under the Land Acquisition Act of 1965,
according to which the authorities are able to prevent land acquisition which
would counteract the Government's endeavours to facilitate structural improve-
ments in agriculture and forestry.

21. A necessary prerequisite for the continued improvement of agriculture
and the desired adjustment of production is that the labour no longer needed
in agriculture, due to technological and economic developments, can be trans-
ferred to other occupations at a satisfactory rate.

22. Since some time ago the same financial assistance as is given to other
social groups in order to facilitate geographical and occupational mobility is
provided for farmers who are underemployed on their farms. In order further to
facilitate this transfer, small farmers will receive special temporary support
or a retirement compensation. The temporary support may be obtained by farmers
who have previously received acreage supplements or a delivery supplement for
milk. After 1969 only those farmers who have then reached fifty-seven years of
age will be qualified for a temporary support. The support will be discontinued
when the farmers have reached sixty-seven years of age. Retirement compensation
will be given to farmers who qualify for temporary support and who, after
30 June 1967, discontinue farming and retire from their farms. After 1971 only
farmers who are then aged fifty-five or more will qualify for retirement compen-
sation. The aim is that during a transitional period young farmers should have
the opportunity to finish farming and find another employment.


